
Philosophy Learning and Teaching Organization 
P.O. Box 1304, East Northport, NY 11731

PLATO Philosophy Fund Application 

Thank you for Applying! 

Project Title: The Paradox Lab’s Mind Museum 
Dates for Project: February 2019—December 2019 
Amount of Funding Requested: $24,200. 

1. Please describe the project, including any work 
that has already been done to develop it. (500 words 
max) 
The Paradox Lab is a start-up founded by Iris Oved with the aim of bringing 
philosophical inquiry to children in the San Francisco Bay Area in the form of a brick-
and-mortar center that will house interactive philosophical "exhibits", books, puzzles, 
illusions, games, and other philosophical stimuli, as well as a space in which to hold 
workshops for children, teacher trainings, and weekend events for families. (Details at 
www.paradoxlab.org.)  
The Mind Museum is a way to introduce the Paradox Lab and test it out at schools and 
community spaces. We currently have six portable exhibits, each with stimuli, a main 
question, and ideas for further reflection:  
(1) Flavor and Color – Participants engage in several flavor and color experiments, 
compare judgements, and learn about relevant brain processes. Do others experience 
flavor (or color) the same as I do?  
(2) Magic and Attention – Participants watch 3 magic tricks (by video or a live magician) 
and learn how their attentional processes blinded them to objects before their eyes. 
How much of the world do we actually see, and how much are we missing? 
(3) Robots – A simple robot is displayed and participants are encouraged to interact with 
it and explore its parts and functions. Is it possible for a robot to have senses and/or 
emotions? 
(4) Brain in a Vat – A toy brain in a vat is connected by wires to a laptop with a 
simulation program displayed on the screen. Is it possible that you are a “brain in a vat” 
and mad scientist is programming your experiences?  
(5) Dennett’s Where Am I? – Posters show part of Daniel Dennett’s thought experiment, 
in which he leaves his brain in a lab while his body, connected by radio/wifi, is sent into 
a cave to retrieve toxic material. Where is Daniel?  
(6) Out of Body Illusions – Participants look at a rubber hand while a volunteer 
simultaneously strokes the rubber hand and the participant's hand. After a few minutes 
participants may feel that the rubber hand is their own hand. A similar demonstration is 
done with a mannequin head. How do we know our hands are our own? 
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Accompanying each exhibit is a dry-erase poster on which participants are encouraged 
to add further questions for discussion and a dry-erase Inquiry Diagram on which 
participants choose a discussion question and fill out multiple hypotheses, supporting 
reasons, and challenges.  
The museum also has a large collection of original illusion artwork to display.  
We have workshopped these exhibits twice, as a 3hr open-house, at a local community 
space in October 2018. “Puzzles about the Mind for Kids of All Ages” (https://
www.facebook.com/events/2144619425862348/) had over 40 participants. “Sensory 
Tricks and Science Treats” was a Halloween party for adults and a fundraiser (https://
www.facebook.com/events/699420223731376/), with over 80 participants. 

2. What is the purpose of this project? (500 words max) 

The Paradox Lab is an educational enrichment center with the mission of engaging kids 
of all ages in the art of discovery through philosophical inquiry, critical thinking, and 
creative problem-solving. Children are facing a rapidly changing world as technology 
develops faster each day. At the same time, their school activities are becoming less 
personally enriching, as teachers are pressured to meet stricter assessment goals and 
have increasingly larger classrooms. We aim to share with children the intrinsic joys of 
inquiry as well as to nurture their development of higher-level thinking skills, 
empowering them to be self-aware, determined, expressive members of their 
communities. 

The purpose of this particular project is to engage the public (children, adults, and 
families) in rigorous philosophy inquiry in a fun, interactive way with our museum 
exhibits. We want to nurture people's natural curiosity and challenge their beliefs and 
perceptions about themselves and about the world. We hope to show that doing 
philosophy doesn’t have to be done in an ivory tower --anyone can be a philosopher.  

We feel that our philosophy museum fills an important gap in activities currently offered 
to San Francisco children. For example, The Exploratorium is a large museum filled with 
fun, intellectually-stimulating exhibits, but it is crowded with flashy displays that distract 
guests from one exhibit to the next, creating ‘FOMO’ (fear of missing out), and not 
encouraging deep exploration, explicit philosophical questioning, or group discussion 
that we can offer in our Mind Museum. Another great resource in San Francisco is 826 
Valencia, a non-profit that aims to inspire and teach creative writing to under-resourced 
students, but we can offer other valuable skills in today’s world, like persuasive writing, 
critical thinking, and the formation of communities of inquiry. Finally, STEM enrichment 
programs in San Francisco have neglected ethics and social considerations that come 
from the *why* that comes from philosophical inquiry. We feel that we are in a good 
position to fill this gap.   

3. Who will benefit from the project, and how? (500 

https://www.facebook.com/events/2144619425862348/
https://www.facebook.com/events/699420223731376/
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words max) 

Our museum will spark curiosity and share the joys of philosophical inquiry with the 
visitors that join us and/or the classrooms we visit. Our exhibits will have them question 
their own beliefs, and we hope to implant the seed to inspire them to ask more 
questions about the world. Openness to questioning and thinking is beneficial to any 
person. Not only does it help students perform better in school, but it can help people 
think more critically about their own lives. Hopefully, when we have more people 
thinking critically, they will become better citizens, and thereby benefit the community as 
a whole. Moreover, by being available to the public in the city of San Francisco, where 
the population is highly diverse in culture, race, and social-economic status, our 
museum will create a community of inquiry for a highly diverse group of participants. 
Most notably, many of the participants will come from extreme ends of the spectrum, 
from America's most to least resourced, as workers from the local tech industry continue 
to marginalize long-time natives.  

By being available at a low cost ($5/ticket in a community center or for free in public 
school classrooms) we expect to have a particularly high impact with under-resourced 
children. These children are the most likely to have parents with multiple jobs and spend 
their days in classrooms with large numbers of students, and therefore have less 
individualized learning experiences, encouragement to explore their own questions, 
exposure to philosophical inquiry, and to challenge themselves intellectually. Moreover, 
these children often have difficult life experiences to process and are more likely to face 
obstacles in the future. The self-trust, self-awareness, self-expression, and ability to 
question conventions will therefore have particularly high impact in these children's 
lives. Finally, this group of students typically have less involvement from their parents in 
their educational lives, as they may live in single-parent households, and both parents 
are likely to be working full-time and possibly multiple jobs. Our museum will host 
events during the weekend, and will encourage families to explore philosophical 
questions together. 

Additionally, by being available to many of the most highly-resourced children in the 
nation, children of the tech industry living in the nation's most expensive city, we stand 
to bring careful thinking, empathy, awareness of bias, and humility towards the most 
enduring human puzzles to the most powerful citizens of the next generation. 

Finally, in order to run the museum events successfully, we will have one trained 
volunteer at each exhibit station to engage participants in philosophical inquiry. We will 
offer this opportunity to college undergraduates in Philosophy to give them experience 
teaching philosophy and connecting philosophical questions with the interests of the 
public. We hope to thereby form a local community of Philosophy for Children 
practitioners with a sustainable platform for delivering these tools and resources. 

4. What is the plan for developing and implementing 
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the project? Include a timeline. 
We have 6 exhibits ready to display. We plan to edit these minimally and create 5-10 
more exhibits. 
February-March 2019: Connect with local schools, beginning with contacts through 
family members, and propose to bring the pop-up museum to their sites. Set dates for 
Spring 2019. Connect with local community spaces, beginning with the Red Victorian 
(the community house where we hosted our two events last October), and propose to 
bring the museum to their sites, negotiate fees, etc. Recruit volunteers from Bay Area 
universities' Philosophy departments. 

March-May 2019: Implement minimum of 3 pop-up museums at schools and/or 
community spaces.    

May-August 2019: Connect with local schools to find interest for Fall 2019. Implement 
minimum of 3 pop-up museums at community spaces. Use prior success to pitch the 
pop-up to the Exploratorium. Write grant proposals and/or pitch to local private donors 
(there are many in the Bay Area!). 

September-December 2019: Implement minimum of 3 pop-up museums at schools and/
or community spaces.   

October 26, 2019: Sensory Tricks and Science Treats Party, Fundraiser Meet & Greet. 
This will be a Halloween party for adults, with drinks, snacks, and swag for sale. There 
will be a DJ and/or live music, a magician, and hopefully a guest speaker.   

5. What other funding sources have you explored for 
this project? 
We aim to seek grants and private donations to supplement the funding of the various 
projects of our Lab. For the October 2018 events, we charged an entrance fee and 
charged for drinks and candy, and we plan to continue to ask for an entrance fee or 
donation at the door. With more funding, we would be in a better position to offer our 
services at lower rates or for free in order to serve a broader range of the community. 
We are working on a non-profit application to Y-Combinator, which grants seed funding 
to start-ups. 

6. Please list your budget, including any amounts 
from other sources. 
With more funding, we would be able to develop more exhibits, which can be run more 
frequently. To run the event monthly, we anticipate the average costs to be as follows: 
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Location/Space Cost — Free at schools. (Community spaces may ask for a 
percentage of ticket sales but in that case we will charge $5/ticket and still make a small 
profit.)   

Salary/Wages —  Iris Oved and Chris Ng each plan to work a minimum of 5 hours/
week on this project.  Since we likely will each work 10 hours/week, and since we both 
hold advanced degrees in Philosophy, we ask for a minimum of $25/hr, for a total of 
$22,500 jointly.)        Requested:$22,500. 

Materials Cost – $1,000 for creating more exhibits. —printing of posters, foam-board 
mounting of posters, materials for constructing props (toy brains, rubber hands, Dash 
robot ($150), other creative presentations to bring philosophical thought experiments to 
life).          Requested: $1,000. 

Halloween Party/ Fundraiser – 
 -Magician:  $100 
 -Musicians/DJs:  $100 
 -Guest Speaker (Stephen Macknik or Susana Martinez-Conde, authors   
 of Sleights of Mind: What the Neuroscience of Magic Reveals about Our  
 Everyday Deceptions:  travel + honorarium = $500.  Requested: $700 

Total Requested: $24,200. 

Other sources of funding: 
-Tickets: At the past two events, $5 - $2(ticketmaster fee) - 35% = approx. $2 each] for a 
total of approximately $240 
-Donations: For last year's Halloween party we got $600. We expect to at least double 
that after a year of demos. 
-Sales of drinks, snacks, and candy at last year's Halloween party: $600(revenue) - 
$300(cost) = $300.  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APPENDIX:  

Sample Inquiry Diagram

Sample Activity


